In well-considered words and vivid pictures, the editors of LIFE create another definitive document of a critical event in American history. As they did with the best-selling ONE NATION: America Remembers September 11, 2001, which was called a thorough and thoughtful telling by The Wall Street Journal, and cited as the most successful photo history of September 11 and its aftermath by many other reviewers, they now tell the story of the 2003 Iraqi war. Remarkable pictures from the Gulf, drawn from sources worldwide including Reuters and all the wire services, The New York Times and all the newspapers and news magazines (including many from Europe, providing several shots not yet seen in America), as well as those taken by today's best independent photographers who have an intimate association with LIFE, will tell the history—and be accompanied by a dramatic, authoritative timeline of events. Other chapters in LIFEs The War in Iraq will include The World Reacts; The Faces of War, about people such as Jessica Lynch, the rescued POWs and the young Iraqi boy, Ali; A Free Press: How We Saw the War; and Aftermath—which looks at the fluid situation on the ground today, and the difficult road ahead for a liberated nation. LIFEs The War in Iraq, will be about the pictures, as is always the case with LIFE. And it will be the complete story. - Large collection of exclusive frontline photos - Introduction by well known journalist Walter Cronkite - Complete detailed and colourful war maps. - The book covers both the history of the country, and the war, which is the dominant coverage. - Pictures are drawn from worldwide sources and wire services, including images not seen before in the U.S.

My Personal Review:
I recommend this book to anyone who wants to keep up with the Iraq war.
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